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and that’s what they do in American universiti- cause we we we go to u- like
we go to school (.) on campus (.) watch Youtube watch American uhm watch
American teachers lecture their class and this is us understanding and I don’t
understand why we don’t do the same like (.) like (..) I mean (..) like if you
really want us to pass then like you know provide additional information (.)
cause it’s not about (.) like (.) one thing is is that it’s not about understanding
the work it’s mostly about ∙hh let me just revise it let me get it again and again
and again and again I mean in 2016 I was doing economics and yoh economics
was hard ∙hh but ∙hh uhm after discovering tha:t after discovering Youtube
and Youtube channels that have uhm uhm
[yeah (inaudible)
yeah yeah like it was amazing it was amaz- it was much more easier
oh really=
=yeah I remember there was a time I was panicking ∙hh∙hh @@ uhm I think
∙hh∙hh@
this is our final exam I was panicking and I was in the library and I’m like cause
I didn’t I didn’t I didn’t finish my scope again
oh […] wh- wha- when you say you’re finishing your scope what does that
mean
like I don’t finish the chapters that are required so like if there’re twelve
chapters I’m pretty sure like I’ll only end up until ten chapters and then the
the uh two other chapters I’ll just wing (.) you know
[oh right I get you okay yeah
so:: once I figured uhm once I discovered like there’s channels on Youtube
that actually also discuss (..) the the topics ∙hh∙hh uhm I remember watching
them watching them I was so scared that I’m not grasping anything a:nd
wrote the exam I was so confident after writing the exam and I think that I got
87% for the exam ∙hh and
coo::l
I can’t really I can’t really say that if >what I’m saying< if it was not for
Youtube ∙hh uh I was not going to get that mark I know that I do know that
>wha- wha -wha- wha -wha- < what was going on on Youtube exactly can you
remember the kind of the the::: ugh the channels
u::h yeah I’m- I’ve g- I thi- I’ve got them subscribed on my phone actually
cool let’s check it out

